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Esophageal cancer is one of the common malignant tumors. 

Esophageal barium meal and esophageal endoscopy are effective 

methods of positioning and qualitative diagnosis of esophageal 

cancer. They'll observe the position, morphology and size of the 

lesion in muscular structure lumen. Chest laptop imaging has 

created up the deficiency that the standard muscular structure X-ray 

Barium meal examination will solely observe the lesions in muscular 

structure lumen. Domestic and international studies have shown 

that: the CT scan will show the connection of the gullet and 

adjacent mediastinal organs, tissues, and confirm the extent and 

scope of invasion of the growth, the encompassing and distant 

lymph gland metastasis, to produce additional data for clinical. so as 

to induce an additional analysis concerning the role of CT scanning 

in staging of muscular structure cancer, judgment whether or not 

operation and planning treatment regimens, we've got collected 

ninety seven muscular structure cancer cases in China-Japan Union 

Hospital throughout Dec 2010 to Dec 2011 and retrospectively 

analyzed with operative chest CT pictures, intraoperative state of 

affairs and surgical pathological. computerized tomography (CT) is 

usually recommended for initial imaging following confirmation of 

malignancy at pathologic analysis, primarily to rule out unresectable 

or distant pathological process illness. With the arrival of 

multidetector CT, use of skinny sections and multiplanar 

reformation permits additional correct staging of muscular structure 

cancer. 

Barium swallow is incredibly sensitive for sleuthing strictures and 

intraluminal lots however doesn't enable staging and diagnostic 

assay. It's currently seldom used, however it should be useful for 

learning the distal anatomy in hindering tumors that are inaccessible 

by examination. A Barium swallow check will show any abnormal 

areas within the commonly sleek inner lining of the gullet, however 

it cannot be wont to confirm however so much a cancer might have 

unfold outside of the gullet. This check will show even little, early 

cancers. 

 

Barium swallow will diagnose GERD, heartburn, hiatal hernias, and 

alternative conditions. Barium swallow may be a check which will be 

wont to confirm the explanation for painful swallowing, problem with 

swallowing, abdominal pain, gory vomit, or unexplained weight loss. 

The Barium helps to focus on body areas for the CT scan. If you're 

having a scan of a part aside from the abdomen you must arrive half- 

hour before your appointed time. Excretory organ operate labwork 

before exam: several CT scans need injection of blood vessel distinction 

answer (dye). Barium swallow features a chalky style and texture. You 

will probably wait between sixty and ninety minutes once drinking the 

distinction for it to maneuver through your body. Before going into your 

CT scan, tell your doctor if you: are allergic to Barium iodine, or any 

reasonably distinction dye. Sulfate works by coating the within of your 

gullet, stomach, or intestines that permits them to be seen additional 

clearly on a CT scan or alternative radiologic (x-ray) examination. Sulfate 

is employed to assist diagnose bound disorders of the gullet, stomach, or 

intestine. 

Side effects on barium swallow test 

 Trouble with bms otherwise you are unable to own a internal 

organ movement or pass gas. 

 Pain or swelling of the abdomen. 

 Stools that are smaller in size than traditional 

 Fever 
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